
How to use a running sheet

In the example above using the standard QCSA running sheet, the balls faced by the striker are recorded as usual, 
and a blue X is used to show balls not faced by each batter. After a wicket, diagonal lines split the boxes for the 
partnership balls, and for the out and new batters. The new batter’s name is then written above the box for that over. 
Note also the circled 24 in the 4th over, showing the scorer has checked that the scores balance. Lines can also extend 
to the right next to the Sundries column to keeping track of the target score (not necessary in the first innings of the 
game). The bowler columns are used to record overs from each end. The bowler’s figures are completed at the end of 
each over for each bowler’s spells (as opposed to the full bowler figures that are recorded on the scoresheet).

The next example (above) is similar to the first (again using the standard QCSA running sheet), but wickets are 
recorded by red horizontal lines that split the boxes for the partnership balls, and for the out and new batters. The 
new batter’s name is then also written below the split. Note also the red circles, which show that the scorer is keeping 
a regular check to ensure the minutes for all batters align with the overall innings minutes.

The last example (above) shows a very different style of sheet. On this sheet, only the balls faced are recorded for 
each batter — there is no corresponding blue X for the non-striker, but the balls are spaced according to their order 
in the over. There are no columns for bowlers, but the ‘spare’ column on the far right can be used to record drinks 
breaks and other stoppages in play.


